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Abstract 

Wireless sensor networks have been played a key role in all digital 

applications owing to their low cost of deployment and easier to use. They 

have gained great importance in various applications like military and 

civilian fields. They become vulnerable for security attacks due to the lack 

of centralized management in the networks. The packet drop attack is one 

of the security attacks that creates the malicious compromised node 

packets dropping. In WSNs, various method have been proposed for 

detecting the packet drop attack. But, none of the methods can’t be able to 

provide the feasibility for isolating or stopping the occurrence in the 

future. In recent times, the reputation systems’ utilization has become an 

essential mechanism for WSNs. According to the behaviour of a node, the 

reputation has been calculated that assigns to each node using the 

reputation system. These systems create a way to detect the nodes that are 

trustworthy for data forwarding. The behaviour of data forwarding of a 

node is monitored effectively by the promiscuous mode when monitoring 

the nodes. A novel CONFIDENT SCORE based NODE MONITORING 

AGENT (CFS-NMA) technique introduces in this paper for detecting the 

packet drop nodes and preventing them in the process of data forwarding. 

The nodes’ forwarding behaviour is monitored by node monitoring agents 

(BFNMA) consistently and the CONFIDENT SCORE is assigned by 

considering the successful forwards. The traffic pattern is analysed by 

BFNMA and the wrong node or malicious node is prevented. The network 

security enhances by the proposed mechanism based on simulation results 

compared to the other traditional security algorithms.  

 

Keywords: CFS-NMA, Confident Score, Shortest Path, Malicious, 

Bayesian Filter, Packet Drop Nodes, Energy Efficient, Wireless Sensor 

Networks.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The advancements and improvements of wireless technology make the WSNs to be deployed in various 

fields, like environment monitoring, battlefield observation, and health monitoring [1]. In different fields 

of data observation, WSNs are deployed in a way that the nodes are cooperated for communication and 

support for various high-level applications due to the data-centric, dynamic, and self-organization 

features of WSNs. The spatially deployed sensors include in the WSNs to measure and monitor the 

changes of environmental conditions without depending on the particular support of infrastructure. For 

deploying the WSNs, various research efforts have been performed for various applications. However, a 

single or general-purpose design of a WSN can’t fulfill all these applications’ needs [2]. At the phase of 

network design, the network parameters, like transmission or communication range, nodes’ density, and 

sensing range have to be considered based on specific applications. It’s required to assess the impact of 

different parameters on the networks’ performance to achieve this.  

 

Numerous security issues are accompanied in the explicit usage of WSNs [3-6]. WSNs are impacted by 

various attacks, such as hijack attacks, tampering attacks, hello-flood attacks, blackhole attacks, 

selective forwarding attacks, sinkhole attacks, and Denial of Service attacks because of the open and 

distributed characteristics of the transmission medium. All these security issues can’t be resolved by 

prevention-based technologies. Therefore, it’s require to implement the detection-based supplement 

needs [7-8]. By comparing ad-hoc networks, it becomes more challenging to implement the routing in 

WSNs because of the constrained resources [9]. In WSNs, the limited bandwidth, memory, and 

processing capabilities have included in nodes. It’s required to incorporate the routing technique, which 

is an efficient method in terms of resource utilization [10-12].  

 

The abilities of communication, sensing, and processing include in the sensor networks for observing 

and reacting to the events for a particular sensor environment. The WSNs contain the tens or thousands 

of nodes to collect the process and transmit the data to a central location cooperatively [13]. 

 
Fig.1.Wireless sensor network 
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WSNs can become unreliable and damaged with the several types of attacks for communication and 

proper working. Recently, the considerable attention has gained by various attacks on the network layer, 

such as acknowledgement flooding, false routing attacks, warmhole, hello flood, selective forwarding, 

and sinkhole [14-15]. One of the severe attacks is the black hole attack in WSNs. In this paper, the 

detection of a Black Hole attack is presented in WSNs based on Hidden Markov Model technique [16].  

 

PACKET DROPPING IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS  

In sensor networks, one should anticipate at least an acceptable proportion of packet loss, just as one 

would in any other kind of network [17]. It's important to remember that not every dropped packet 

contains hazardous code. There are many various reasons why packets might be lost from a node, 

including the following: 

Legal Transmission of Data Packets: The dropping of packets has been observed in wireless sensor 

networks, but there has been no discovery of compromised nodes [18]. The following occurrences are 

connected to this packet loss: 

 Network CongestionIn WSNs, network congestion is not avoidable and occupied by these 

network channels because of data traffic in and out movements. The loss of packets can be 

resulted by the congestion.  

 Channel ConditionsAs the channel conditions are changed drastically, they can’t be neglected 

in wireless networking. In the transmitted signal, the bit errors or packet loss can be resulted due 

to the noise of a channel, inference, free path loss, and transmitted wireless signals’ fading are 

presented in the transmitted wireless signals. Some packets can be dropped because of these 

factors.  

 Resource ConstraintsThe limited energy resources include in the nodes of wireless sensor 

networks. For conserving the limited battery power resources, the received packets may fail to 

forward by the intermediate nodes of a network. Thus, the packets could get dropped.  

Malicious Packet Dropping: -During route formation, the packet dropping attack is to get involved for 

a malicious node in the first step. By assuming the trustworthiness between the nodes of a network, the 

routing protocols’ weakness exploitation is used in WSNs. The malicious node can perform anything in 

the route, including the dropping packets maliciously [19]. The wrong information generation or 

communication suspension can be resulted with the packet dropping at an intermediate malicious node 

between the source and destination. Hence, this is an undesirable case.  

The source and the destination are both taken into consideration throughout the route-finding process. A 

Route Request, or RREQ, message is sent out from the source with a unique identity to all of the nodes 

that are within one hop of it[20]. Until the receiver reaches to the destination, it has to rebroadcast the 

message for one-hop neighbours. The source’s sequence number is updated by the destination upon the 

receiving the message and a RREP message is sent back to the neighbor that relays the RREQ. In 
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RREQ, an intermediate node with a route to the destination with sequence number is equivalent to the 

one that send back a RREP to the source node without relaying for the destination.  

 

Fig.2. Routing process of packet drop attack by a malicious node C 

In order for a node to carry out the packet dropping attack, it is necessary for the attack to be engaged in 

at least one of the network's routing pathways [21]. This is depicted in Figure C, which can be seen 

above; C is a hostile node that plans to drop the packets that are travelling from S to D. As part of the 

process of determining how to go from S to D, S will broadcast the RREQ packet to its neighbours. As 

was discussed before, the message is retransmitted by each of the neighbouring nodes until it reaches its 

final destination, which is denoted by the letter D. This rule is broken when the malevolent node C tells 

a falsehood to node S, which claims to have the shortest route to destination D, and then sends an RREP 

packet to node S. S assumes that the shortest path is from C to D and sends the data packets via C to D 

since this is the shortest route. As a consequence, this results in the loss of packets. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Based on the level of energy consumption, WSNs can be categorized into homogenous and 

heterogeneous WSNs. Different energy levels assign to different nodes in heterogeneous networks and 

the same energy levels are given to the sensor network nodes. Two different types of WSNs are 

included, such as proactive and reactive based on the operational model. In reactive networks, an 

immediate response is provided and the data transmitted by the nodes in proactive nodes periodically. In 

several works, the clustering concept has been investigated in WSNs [22].  

 

Das et al., [23] proposes the method of hexagonal sectoring to deploy the nodes in a sensor network. The 

uniform load distribution is ensured over the CHs by the proposed technique. The nodes of one sector is 

facilitate the integration with other sector no matter the nodes belong to which sector.  

 

Chan et al., [24] proposes LCM, a link aware clustering mechanism for establishing a load balanced and 

reliable path in WSNs. Based on the node’s status and link condition, the CH has been selected. The 

maximum priority values of nodes are selected as CHs.  
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Zhang et al., [25] has demonstrated the heterogeneous ring clustering algorithm, known as E2HRC, 

which employs the CH rotation mechanism. For balancing both energy consumption and the cluster 

heads, a split ring structure imposes and it is non-uniform in nature. The network’s energy consumption 

is balanced by E2HRC, but it doesn’t secure the network. Thus, the new routing strategy is required for 

encountering the problems of security and degraded performance of E2HRC due to the increased 

number of nodes.  

 

Khan et al., [26] has improved a routing protocol, called as Robust formally analyzed protocol RAEED 

for deployment of wireless sensor network and addressing the black hole attacks’ problem based on the 

formal modeling. In [27], a proposed detection method of Black Hole Attack is discussed that defines 

the nodes of Black Hole attack in the process of route discovery with the use of AODV routing protocol.  

 

In [28], the authors have proposed a trust model and defined the trust level relationship among network 

nodes. Based on the trust level, the trustee is believed or disbelieved by one node. The black hole 

attacker prevents and removes from the route based on the thruster’s disbelief.  

 

Zougagh et al., [29] has validated the correct forwarding packets using the authenticated end-to-end 

acknowledgement method and intermediate nodes. The launching black hole is prevented by the 

proposed solution in a simple or cooperative way.  

 

In [30], the authors has implemented a new acknowledge scheme using low overhead to remove the 

False Data Injection and Black Hole attacks that initiated by the outside malicious nodes and 

compromised inside nodes respectively.  

 

Bharat Bhushan and Gadadhar Sahoo et al., [31] have proposed an intelligence based secured fuzzy 

clustering algorithm (ISFC) that focuses on the sub cluster-based routing based on fuzzy S-means 

mechanism. With the introduction of load balancing, the network lifetime improves and the energy 

consumption reduces. The increased energy consumption is occurred when few sub-cluster nodes are 

heavily loaded. Therefore, the balancing of load sub-cluster head selection and the normal energy 

depletion has initiated. For selection of balanced load sub-cluster head, the distance-based energy model 

proposes in this paper. Each node’s energy depletion is mitigated by the proposed scheme of BLS by 

considering the major criteria, which includes the relying of sensor network’s energy consumption is the 

distance between nodes or the transmission distance.  

 

HananeKalkha et al., [32] has provided a Hidden Markov Model for detecting the WSNs’ malicious 

nodes by preventing the black hole attack. For avoiding the malicious node path, the shortest path is 

analyzed by the proposed approach using a new routing algorithm. The proposed routing algorithm’s 

efficiency is resulted.  
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III. The Confidential Score-based Node Monitoring Agent Method (CFS-NMA) 

BFNMA: - 

The node monitoring method is the most well-known method for detecting node misbehavior in wireless 

networks. This method includes the acting of the each node as a monitoring agent's packet transmissions 

to adjacent nodes in a promiscuous node. Promiscuous nodes can send packets to any other node in the 

network. A copy of the packets is saved by monitor agents in their buffers just before to the transfer of 

data towards next node. These agents are responsible for monitoring the packet relay that occurs 

between a neighbouring node and the next node. 

For listening the channel within the radio range, the promiscuous mode is used by every monitoring 

agent node in the module of proposed BFNMA or Bayesian Filter Node Monitoring Agent and the other 

sensor nodes’ behaviours are obtained while classifying the actions. Based on various modules, the 

configuration of each monitoring agent node has performed. The collected data is classified based on 

node behaviours by each module. The following phases are involved in the module of monitoring 

agents:  

1) Data collection phase: A promiscuous node is used by the monitoring agent nodes for 

recording the nodes’ behavior in a fixed time window function within the radio range.  

2) Data classification phase: The nodes’ behavior is classified by the monitoring and the score is 

assigned to the nodes based on the collected data of the previous data collection phase.  

 

Fig.3. An example of BFNMA 

The diagram that was just shown provides an illustration of BFNMA. In this illustration, S represents the 

source node, and D represents the destination node. The subsequent nodes are considered intermediate 

nodes since they are located along the path that leads from S to D. Before sending on the packet that was 

received from S by A, the packet is stored in the monitoring buffer for safekeeping. BFNMA is 

responsible for monitoring the process of forwarding a packet to C and determining whether or not the 

packet forwards to C after first being sent to B. Because the packet is located inside B's range of 

transmission, A is able to get a copy of the packet and then send it on to C. BFNMA will then do a 

comparison between the stored packet in the monitoring buffer and the received packet. When BFNMA 

is unable to obtain the packet copy from B within a particular amount of time, the confidence score of B 

is lowered as a result. If it continues to occur in the same pattern, the confidence score will be reset to 

BFNM
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zero. Due to the fact that A has determined that B is a malicious node, the route will no longer pass via 

B. 

CALCULATION OF CFS 

In two different ways, the node’s confidence score can be determined:  

1. Monitoring agent CFS 

2. Neighbour CFS 

In the previous transmissions, the aggregation of the CFS is the neighbor CFS that assigns the neighbor 

node to the forwarder or source nodes. Based on the node behavior, the CFS records are also maintained 

by the monitoring agents for every node. The multi-CFS aggregation considers as the particular node’s 

final CFS. In the current node, the node’s CFS can be estimated based on the below equation (1):  

𝑪𝑭𝑺𝒏
𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒕 =  𝑪𝑭𝑺𝒏

𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒗𝒊𝒐𝒖𝒔
+  𝑪𝑭𝑺𝒕𝒉𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒉    (1) 

Where, 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑛
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠

 refers to the previous CFS value of a node n and 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑛
𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡  refers to the node n’s 

CFS for the current node based on the NMA. Primarily, 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑛
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠

 sets to 0 and 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ  indicates 

the threshold value of CFS for each communication between [0, 1].  

For recording the data traffic, the fixed time window function is used by the agent node in the proposed 

model. In each time window, different CFS value includes in the agent node. The below equation (2) can 

be determined the node’s CFS.  

𝑪𝑭𝑺𝒏 =  𝑪𝑭𝑺𝒏
𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒕 +  𝑪𝑭𝑺𝒏

𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒗𝒊𝒐𝒖𝒔
     (2) 

Where, 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑛
𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡  indicates the calculated current CFS of a node n, CFSn refers to the node’s CFS, and 

𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑛
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠

 refers to the previous values of CFS that estimated by the NMA. Here, the initial value of 

𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑛
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠

 sets to 0.  

During the selection of a node, the nodes’ CFS calculates based on the above equations and compared 

other nodes using the equation 3.  

𝑭𝑪𝑭𝑺𝒏 =  𝑪𝑭𝑺𝒏
𝒏𝒆𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒃𝒐𝒓

+  𝑪𝑭𝑺𝒏
𝑩𝑭𝑵𝑴𝑨    (3) 

Where, 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑛
𝐵𝐹𝑁𝑀𝐴  refers to the CFS value of a node n that estimated using the BFNMA, 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑛

𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔 ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟
 

refers to the calculated CFS for a node n in the neighbor nodes, and FCFSn is the node n’s final CFS. 

The CFS’s aggregation considers as the nodes’ final CFS.  

CFS-BFNMA includes the following procedure:  

First step: The data transmits to the neighbor nodes from the source node.  
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Second step: As the source nodes’ neighbor and the NMA agent are in the same wireless radio range, the 

copy of data is received by them.  

Third step: The neighbor nodes and their forwarding is monitored by the NMA.  

Fourth step: If data is successful or correct, the data is compared by NMA and CFS is assigned when it 

forwards to the neighbor data. 

Fifth step: Based on the threshold value of CFS, the node’s CFS is updated by NMA.  

Algorithm- CFS calculation 

𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑛  = CFS of the node n; 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ  = CFS threshold value; 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 = Current CFS of node n; 

## 

For each node n 

 Set 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡  = 0 

Data forwarding 

If (𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡  == 0) 

If node n forwards the data 

   𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑛  = 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡  + 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ  

End if 

  Else 

  𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑛  = 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣  + 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ  

  End if 

End for 

Algorithm- Node selection based on CFS 

For each node n 

 If 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑛>𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑛+1 

  NH = 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑛  

 Else 

  NH = 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑛+1 

If node NH forwards the data 
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   𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑛ℎ  = 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡  + 𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ  

End if 

 End if 

End for 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Experimental setup 

 

Based on the comparison of two different schemes, the proposed method’s performance is analyzed 

using this simulation. Here, the NS2 simulation is used for simulation and it is a discrete-event driven 

and an object-oriented network simulator. The routing, UDP, and multicast protocol is provided to 

simulate it on all wireless networks. In this work, the network model is used: all network nodes’ are 

fixed and homogeneous with uniform deployment and similar initial energy. The BS is located far away 

from the node and is fixed. Based on the static nodes and plane coordinates, the simulation tests are 

performed by assuming the nodes having limited energy supply. The data transmission or reception is 

terminated by the nodes when they used the initial energy. Table 1 shows the simulation parameters.  

 

Table1: Simulation table 

 

PARAMETER VALUE 

Application traffic  CBR 

Transmission rate 1024 bytes/ 0.5ms 

Radio range 250m 

Packet length 1024 bytes 

Routing Protocol AODV 

Simulation time 100s 

Number of nodes 50 

Area  1000 x1000 

Malicious nodes 3 

Transmission Protocol  UDP 

Initial Energy 100j 

Routing methods ISFC-BLS, HMM, CFS-NMA 

4.2 The results of the simulation and an analysis 

 

The simulation results are obtained based on the different scenarios and discussed in detail. The attack 

model is implemented for a network of 50 nodes over the area size of 1000*1000 m2. 
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Fig.4. Performance on Delay 

 

Fig 4 shows the results of nodes’ end-to-end delay. The figure illustrates that the delayed data delivery 

will be higher when proper forwarder nodes are not chosen. The behavior of node forwarding is viewed 

by the node monitoring agent and the nodes are avoided if they have poor delivery rate. The network 

delay is effected and less end-to-end delay is provided compared to the other techniques.  

 

 
Fig.5. Energy Consumption 

 

Fig 5 illustrates the energy consumption results. Due to the energy depletion, the network system’s 

failure is occurred. The data forwarding is ensured by using the CFS and NMA based forwarder 

selection, which optimizes the energy usage. The network’s energy consumption is improved by the 

proposed technique and increased network lifetime is achieved than the other protocols.  
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Fig.6. Network Performance 

 

Fig 6 describes the network performance or throughput outputs. It describes how the network is 

successful in the reliable communication. The effective data delivery is ensured by the fair selection of 

the forwarder nodes that impacting the throughput. Thus, the results is showed that the throughput is 

improved by the proposed approach than the other earlier approaches, such as HMM and ISFC-BLS.  

 

 
Fig.7. Routing Overhead 

 

Fig 7 shows the simulation graphs of routing overhead for proposed technique CFS-NMA. The 

performance of a node is effective when good CFS results for the nodes. The continuous routing process 

is simplified by choosing these good CFS nodes that doesn’t require fewer or additional control packets. 

Compared to the existing protocols like ISFC-BLS and HMM, the proposed approach’s overhead is 

lower.  
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Fig.8. The percentage of delivered packets  

 

Fig 8 describes the packet delivery ratio results for CFS-NMA and other previous protocols like ISCF-

BLS and HMM. The seamless data delivery will improve within the estimated time and the data is 

delivered quickly as the proposed CFS performs well in the previous transmissions. The proposed 

method is outperformed in terms of PDR rate than the other methods.  

 

Conclusion: 

The mechanism of CONFIDENT SCORE based BAYESIAN FILTER NODE MONITORING AGENT 

(CFS-BFNMA) is proposed for enforcing the wireless sensor networks’ security. Within the radio range, 

the sensor nodes’ behavior is monitored by the nodes for estimating the CFS. To detect the nodes’ 

trustworthiness, the system is distributed completely and it doesn’t require to use any complex 

algorithms. In the large WSNs, it can be used. The mechanism considers as a more accurate algorithm 

for identifying the malicious node than the other traditional security mechanism of WSNs.  
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